Mechanism for the recruitment of macrophages to cancer site. In vivo concentration gradient of monocyte chemotactic activity.
Tumor stroma is characterized by the development of new blood vessels, an inflammatory cell infiltration, and a fibrotic reaction. The inflammatory component of tumor stroma plays an important role in the modulation of tumor expansion. In this respect, macrophages constitute a major part of the inflammatory cell infiltration and can exert cytotoxic activity against tumor cells. The accumulation of macrophages in the vicinity of the tumor suggests their recruitment from circulating blood monocytes through the local release of chemotactic factors for monocytes. To detect the existence of a concentration gradient of monocyte chemotactic activity (MCA) between the tumor vicinity and blood vessels, malignant pleural effusions defined by the local presence of cancer cells were evaluated for quantification of MCA. Unlike nonmalignant pleural effusions, malignant pleural effusions were characterized by the presence of increased levels of MCA, and in lung adenocarcinoma (a cancer with high inflammatory cell infiltration), pleural levels of MCA were significantly greater than in small cell lung carcinoma (a cancer with low inflammatory cell reaction). An MCA concentration gradient between pleural fluid and plasma was present in malignant effusions because pleural MCA levels in all cancer types were significantly greater than MCA levels in the plasma of the same patients. Thus, an increased local level of MCA is a feature of cancers with high inflammatory cell infiltration, and the presence of an in vivo concentration gradient of MCA suggests the direct role of this biologic activity in recruiting blood monocytes to the cancer site.